At Commencement Outstanding Alumni To Receive Awards

Alumni awards for distinguished service will be presented to five outstanding Michigan State alumni at commencement exercises Saturday at 4 p.m. inMEMHRLI stadium.

The awards are presented annually at graduation upon selection by the alumni association and a committee of alumni from each class year. A list of alumni groups that have been given the award is available at the Alumni office.

Dr. Paul Armstrong, president of the University of Illinois, will be the guest speaker. Armstrong, who has served as president of the University of Illinois since 1960, is a former student of the University of Michigan.

M. R. E. C. SHOWN IN FAIRFIELI

"Two Cents Worth of Hope," an exhibit of watercolors, will be shown in the Fairfield Theatre.

The exhibit was a part of the program of the Federal Grand Prix, an international art competition sponsored by the United States Department of State.

Sculptor, poet, and writer, he is a former student of the University of Michigan.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Admita Brighton Murder

Robert Williams, 19, of Detroit, is the victim of a hate crime that occurred in Detroit last week. Williams was killed in his apartment on Oct. 16.

In Turin Over Sea Transports

A group of students from the University of Michigan and the University of California, Berkeley, have arrived in Turin, Italy, to participate in a study abroad program.

Chamber Climb Mt. Makalu

A group of students from the University of Michigan and the University of California, Berkeley, have arrived in Turin, Italy, to participate in a study abroad program.

Cater Continues in Britain

The British government has extended the deadline for applications for the University of Michigan's summer exchange program to July 1.

Pickney Plays Chef to Insects

The Department of Entomology has invited the University of Michigan's entomology students to participate in a project to study the behavior of insects.

In the basement of the Science Building, students are studying the behavior of insects in a small laboratory.
A Dog’s Life?

Who Is Right?

Study Needed to Prove Why Johnny Can’t Read

Can Johnny read, or can’t he?

New York Times columnist Elia Kazan’s article “Why Johnny Can’t Read” has hit the front pages of many American newspapers and has stirred up the question of whether or not American school children can read, why some can’t, and what can be done about it.

Froebel, educator, theorist, and author, has argued that children should learn to read by the use of pictures and the phonetic system which has proven a success in other countries for years.

Who is right? So far, Froebel’s arguments seem to hold up much better than the American picture-reading system. An impartial study should be made immediately to prove who is right.

Froebel points out that many children today can’t read the classics – the Arabian Nights, the Arabian Nights of the Little Women – because the words in them are too hard to read.

Team this is because today’s children are taught not to read by pronouncing a word, but by associating a word with a picture.

The “dog” immediately brings to mind the picture of a dog. Froebel asks, what is a dog? Is the picture of a dog the word “dog”?

Froebel criticizes modern educators for pounding words into the heads of children by repeated repetition: “dog, dog, dog, dog, dog. . .

He says a child should learn that “dog” means a certain sound, formed in a certain way: that “o” means a certain sound, and “g” a certain sound. Together, “d” and “g” and “o” mean something to Johnny because Johnny pictures a Cock-a-doodle-doo at St. Bernard.

Under the phonetic system of learning to read, the child has only to learn how to pronounce a basic number of sounds, and then how to use words together.

Under the picture system, Froebel says, children have to have a mental picture for every word they come across, which becomes impossible for Johnny to keep straight.

Since the modern educators have been attacked so openly by Froebel, an expert in the field of practical reading and writing, why isn’t there some thorough investigation made into the methods of teaching American children how to read?

Froebel points out, very truly, that modern educators argue for a “pictures” and phonetic method of reading, but that the phonetic method is still based on the “picture” system.

Johnny doesn’t have to associate a word with a picture.

Johnny simply has to say “dog”.

The phonetic and picture method, then, is based on the “picture” system.

The phonetic and picture method, then, is based on the “picture” system.
Parades and Speeches Nation Pauses Monday To Honor War Dead

By the Associated Press

America paused Monday to honor war dead. Across the land parades marked Memorial Day. Among them was the annual parade in Lansing. The annual parade in Lansing is the largest in the state.

President Eisenhower, speaking at the National Cemetery at the National Cemetery, said, "There is no greater tribute that we can pay to those who have given their lives than to find the road to peace."

President Eisenhower, speaking at the National Cemetery, said, "There is no greater tribute that we can pay to those who have given their lives than to find the road to peace."

Your purchase of a record at

Sears' Record Shop

is a sound investment in permanent listening pleasure.

Sears! There is no better investment for your graduation gift! 49c money than hi-fi records from Sears, anywhere in the world.

Why do more college men and women smoke VICEROYS than any other filter cigarette?

BECAUSE ONLY VICEROY GIVES YOU A PURE, NON-MINERAL, NON-TOXIC FILTER WITH 20,000 FILTER TRAPS IN EVERY FILTER TIP!

1. You only Viceroy has this filter composed of 20,000 tiny filter traps. You cannot obtain the same filtering action in any other cigarette.

2. Besides being non-mineral and non-toxic, this filter removes more tobacco smoke than any other.

3. The Viceroy filter won't just whip up and rush to meet the new and skyrocketing demand for filtered cigarettes. Viceroy planned, started research more than 20 years ago to create the pure and perfect filter.

4. Smokers on mass report that filtered Viceroyes have a finer flavor even than cigarettes without filters.

5. Viceroy does so easily that you wouldn't know, without looking, that it even had a filter tip.

6. Viceroyes cost only a penny or two more than cigarettes without filters!
Berg Replaces Zaharias in 'Golf Day'…

NEW YORK, May 15—John Zaharias has been forced to withdraw from National Golf Day because of her back and Petty Berg will replace her as the women's winner against all women's will be added to try their skill and win.

Officials of Life Magazine, sponsors of National Golf Day, and Monday they had received word that Zaharias' back injury was too serious to permit her to participate. It was learned that Miss Berg should take her place.

Just back, Bob Powell and Bill Foscoe will start the match for the Spectator. The national junior's tournament will be set back to the Colby Field in a few months.

Spectator's event, with Miss Getty's 19-year-old daughter, Miss Betty St. George, the third round of the tournament of the season, Michigan's 19th hole, 15-16 being the last round, and the second annual Michigan women's championship. The MAA tourney was played in the second round of the Michigan's Women's Championship, with the team average of 196.

Spectator will return to Saturday afternoon at 2:30 p.m. for the first four rounds of the first Michigan women's championship. The second round of the Michigan women's championship, the second round of the Michigan women's championship, the second round of the Michigan women's championship, the second round of the Michigan women's championship, the second round of the Michigan women's championship.

Brooks Wins 2

NEW YORK—(AP)—Bob Mayne of Michigan had his first round of 70 to finish second last season when he made a score of 20 in first three years, and the course. Powell and Moseley, Michigan's 19th hole, 15-16 being the last round, and the second round of the Michigan women's championship. The MAA tourney was played in the second round of the Michigan women's championship, with the team average of 196.

Wednesday, May 15, 1923—Michigan women's championship.

The second round of the Michigan women's championship, the second round of the Michigan women's championship, the second round of the Michigan women's championship, the second round of the Michigan women's championship, the second round of the Michigan women's championship.

Brooks Wins 2

NEW YORK—(AP)—Bob Mayne of Michigan had his first round of 70 to finish second last season when he made a score of 20 in first three years, and the course. Powell and Moseley, Michigan's 19th hole, 15-16 being the last round, and the second round of the Michigan women's championship. The MAA tourney was played in the second round of the Michigan women's championship, with the team average of 196.

Wednesday, May 15, 1923—Michigan women's championship.

The second round of the Michigan women's championship, the second round of the Michigan women's championship, the second round of the Michigan women's championship, the second round of the Michigan women's championship, the second round of the Michigan women's championship.
Bewick kills in ’500’ race

Vukovich, a young, light weight of 150 pounds, was one of the favorites in the 1950 Indianapolis 500. He had previously shown promise in smaller races and was well-regarded by the sport. The race attracted a large audience, with many spectators watching from the stands and others along the trackside. Vukovich finished the race in a strong position, impressing many with his driving skills.

The Indianapolis 500 is one of the most prestigious races in auto racing, and Vukovich’s performance in this event was a highlight of his career. His success in this race helped to establish him as a star in the sport.

Related articles:
- Indianapolis 500 - Wikipedia
- Vukovich, Dick - Wikipedia
- Auto Racing - Wikipedia

Store Your Winter Clothes and Save Money

“IT IS A FACT THAT IT IS CHEAPER TO STORE YOUR CLOTHES WITH COLLEGE CLEANERS THAN IT IS TO TAKE THEM HOME.”

All Work Guaranteed and Insured
Have Them Cleaned and Stored NOW
and Pay When You Return In The Fall

BOTH WOOL AND FUR STORAGE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

301 Abbott Road
Telephone ED 2-4713

Your Future is on Our Hands Today!

GREAT WEST LIFE
Executive Office Officers:

Representatives

Tony Panza
Bob Brezen
Bob Bogart

Do you know how to apply for a student loan? If not, you can learn more about the process at this link.

Now You Can Learn 5 DANCES FOR $24

Rumba
Foxtrot
Samba
Mambo
Swing

At Arthur Murray's

Arthur Murray’s

121 W. Washington St.
Phone 2-4722

EVERY STUDENT IS ENTITLED TO 5 DANCES

24 Lessons for $24

LIVING OFFICE-WESTSIDE, INC.

LANSING BUSINESS UNIVERSITY

IN W. Ex. Photo 4-4254

Sweikert wins Auto Classic

Sweikert, a successful driver, won the Auto Classic race in 1950. He was known for his skill and determination on the track. The race was held at a prestigious venue, attracting a large crowd of spectators. Sweikert’s victory was a significant achievement, solidifying his reputation in the sport.

Related articles:
- Auto Classic - Wikipedia
- Sweikert, Ray - Wikipedia
- Auto Racing - Wikipedia

More articles about Sweikert, Auto Classic, and Auto Racing are available online.

The Impact of the 1950s on American Culture

The 1950s were a significant decade in American history, marked by post-war prosperity and upward mobility. The decade saw the rise of consumer culture, with a focus on automobiles, home ownership, and leisure. These changes had a profound impact on American society, shaping the way people lived and worked.

The post-war boom brought about significant changes in the economy, with a focus on manufacturing and a shift towards consumerism. The rise of the car industry, particularly, had a major impact on American culture, as people began to value mobility and freedom on the road.

The 1950s also saw a rise in suburban living, with people moving away from cities in search of a better quality of life. This trend, combined with the economic boom, led to a significant increase in home ownership and the construction of new homes.

The 1950s were also marked by a focus on family values, with a strong emphasis on traditional gender roles and nuclear family structures. This focus on family was reflected in popular culture and advertising, with a focus on the idealized family unit.

The 1950s were a time of great innovation and change in American culture, with significant shifts in the economy, living patterns, and social values. These changes continued to shape American society well into the 1960s and beyond.
CROWDED DAYS AHEAD –
KEEP YOURSELF IN BALANCE –
SAVE TIME – SEND A CARD!